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About Us
A Time Tracker that Promotes Employee
Management. We are a one-stop online
time tracking software for employees
that provides screen recording options
for every industry. We offer complete
transparency that helps in managing
employees with better strategies.
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Our Services
Employee Monitoring Software

Time Tracking Software

Productivity Monitoring Software

Application and URL Tracking

Project Time Tracking



Employee Monitoring
Software

Time Tracking
Software

Employee monitoring software refers to
a type of technology designed to track
and monitor the activities of employees
in the workplace. This software can
capture various data points related to
employee behavior, such as internet
usage, computer activity, email
communication, keystrokes, application
usage, and more. 

This is a type of tool used by businesses
and individuals to monitor and record
the time spent on various tasks,
projects, or activities. This software
enables users to track the amount of
time they allocate to different activities
throughout the workday, helping them
to manage their time more effectively
and improve productivity.



Productivity Monitoring
Software

Productivity monitoring software is a
type of tool or application used by
organizations to track and analyze the
efficiency and performance of employees
while they are engaged in work-related
activities. This software is designed to
provide insights into how time is spent,
identify areas for improvement, and
enhance overall productivity within the
workplace.

Application and URL
Tracking

Application and URL tracking is a feature
commonly found in productivity
monitoring software and employee
monitoring tools. It involves monitoring
and recording the applications and
websites accessed by users, typically
within a work environment. This tracking
provides insights into how employees
utilize their time and resources while on
company devices or networks.



Project Time Management

Project time management refers to the process
of planning, scheduling, and controlling the
allocation of time and resources to complete a
project efficiently and effectively. It is a critical
aspect of project management, ensuring that
projects are completed on time, within budget,
and in accordance with the project objectives
and requirements.
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